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“ if i get to
heaven i’ll
look for
grandma’s
hands.”
-bill withers
For years, I attempted to make one of my favorite dishes
from my mother’s kitchen. It happened as it does with
all my favorite family recipes. They seem so simple and
easy, and yet they are objectively impossible to replicate.
I made countless attempts at making food from home
during years of living abroad (in the U.S., away from my
native Quito, Ecuador). The results were almost always
far from satisfactory. Maybe you’ve experienced it yourself, that feeling of disappointment at the lame version of
your mother’s favorite food that you managed to create in
your own kitchen...
This is one of those ridiculously simple recipes, a kind of
salad dressing we call agrio (literaly “sour” in Spanish),
although one could also categorize it as a pickle or curtido
(fermented vegetables). My mother’s agrio is basically a
watery sauce, flavored with pickled radishes and onions.
The key lime juice and salt work together to curtir or
pickle the veggies, and the finely sliced cilantro adds that
characteristically Ecuadorian touch. The agrio sauce is
typically red, due to the effect of the salt and lime juice in
releasing the color of the radishes. The longer the dressing sits in the kitchen countertop or dinner table at room
temperature, the stronger the color and the flavor.
Traditionally (in my mother’s kitchen, that is), agrio is an
accompaniment to whole leaves of fresh iceberg lettuce.
The lettuce leaf (shallow side facing up) is dipped in
the bowl of agrio, carrying with it a few sliced radishes,
onions and cilantro bits as it is transferred to any main
course plate. Occasionally, a sliced avocado cut into
quarters is served alongside the dressed lettuce leaf or
even inside it. In the latter case, the avocado travels in

the lettuce’s hollow to the dressing bowl and returns all
dressed up with radish, onion and cilantro pieces.
The reddish radish agüita (diminutive for “water” in
Spanish) in the agrio is what makes the flavor unique.
The sauce needs to have the perfect balance of lime, salt,
water and the released vegetable juices. The challenge for
me then becomes achieving this perfect balance. Fresh
ingredients play a role, as well as the experience of trying
it firsthand and tasting it countless times. Trial and error
is a necessary process in my case, as my mother does not
use standard measurements for this recipe (or any other
recipe, for that matter).
It turns out the key isn’t just in the ingredients or in the
proportions, as she explained to me today. I asked her
once again, after so many failed attempts, “How do I
make this dressing taste good? That is, like the one you
make?”
I stood next to her as she demonstrated for me. After
hearing her say it, and insisting on this one thing over
and over again in countless recipe explanations over the
phone, it finally clicked in my head: You have to use
your hands. It didn’t seem so obviously important before
today, when I watched her do it in front of me. It went
like this:
“First, wash your hands thoroughly,” she said. “Now,
slice the radishes.”
She let me do it, though she objected to the kind of knife
I was using.
“You have to use a plain blade knife, or it changes the
shape of your vegetables.”
I started pressing the key limes. I did a few halves, and
then walked over to the kitchen sink to rinse my hands
off.
“No, no, no.”
At this point she took over and started pressing the
halved key limes, using her fingers to firmly squeeze the
juice out into the dressing bowl.
She then walked over to the tap, opened it slightly, and
rinsed off the lime that was stuck to her fingers, right
into the dressing bowl.
“The hands give you flavor. This is how we used to do it in
Ecuador. Here [in the U.S.] they use gloves.”
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“The hands give you flavor.
This is how we used to do it in Ecuador."
I see. Now what?
“You mince the green onions, very finely, like this.”
I watch her mince the onions.
“Now, rinse the onion bits off of your hands the same
way, with a little bit of water.”
She repeats the process for the cilantro leaves, not without
pointing out that the type of cilantro sold at supermarkets here is useless (No sirve para nada – It’s no good). She
explains these are very young cilantro leaves, which are
tasteless compared to the more mature (and more tasty)
leaves of the cilantro sold at markets back in Ecuador.
After adding all the ingredients to the bowl, she added a
bit more water to dilute the mixture.
Salt was the only missing ingredient. Of course, in my
mother’s kitchen, adding the salt couldn’t be as simple
as it sounds. I went ahead and made yet another failed
attempt to do something right for this recipe.
“No, you shouldn’t use a spoon. I told you. You need to
use your hands.”
She grabbed the salt container from me and took a pinch
with her fingers. She sprinkled the salt onto the mixture
and repeated the ritual, walking up to the tap and rinsing
off her fingers with water that flowed right into the
dressing bowl.
In goes the salt, the water and the taste of my mother’s
hands. Looking back in time, scenes of my grandmother’s
kitchen pop up in my memory. I see her scratching off the
dough that was stuck to her hands with a spoon, to incorporate it back into the dough mixture as she shaped balls,
buns or tortillas (be they potato, white carrot or plantain).
This cooking session renewed my hope that I may
someday make a decent agrio for my iceberg lettuce. But
it also gave me a sense of closure. I finally understood that
my attempts at making family recipes will never meet
my desired sensory expectations, given the obvious fact
that a big part of flavor lies in the actual hands of family
members. While it took me all these years to discover
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this, I feel somewhat relieved. The search for the perfect
balance is over, however, my admiration for the work done
by the hands of my grandmother, my mother, and all the
women that came before them will always remain.

*AUTHOR’S NOTE

The Pacific coast of Ecuador was hit by an earthquake
earlier this year, taking the lives of nearly 700 people and
leaving hundreds of families without homes. Among the
most affected towns is Bahía de Caráquez in the province of Manabí, Ecuador. Your help can make a huge
difference in the lives of those who have been affected.
Please consider donating to the nonprofit organization
La Poderosa Media Project’s earthquake relief fund for
Bahía de Caráquez, Ecuador via http://www.lapoderosa.org/en/donate/. La Poderosa Media Project is a
501(c)(3) nonprofit, so your contributions are tax deductible.
Donations will be used to purchase food and support
efforts to rebuild the city. In addition to La Poderosa
Media Project’s earthquake relief fund, you can also
make your donation via the Ecuadorian Red Cross at
http://www.cruzroja.org.ec.
Any contribution, no matter how small, will make a difference to the people in Bahía. Thank you wholeheartedly for helping rebuild Bahía and Ecuador.
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My Mother’s Agrio
BY PILAR EGÜEZ GUEVARA, PH.D.

Ingredients Instructions
6-8 young, small
radishes

Use a plain blade knife to slice the radishes and add them to
a bowl. Squeeze the key lime, and add the juice to the bowl.

1 key lime   (or more, to taste)

Mince the green onions and cilantro leaves, and add
them to the mix.

2 green onions
1-2 tablespoons cilantro leaves
1 tEASPOON salt
Water

Add salt to taste, and water until the cut radishes float. Stir.  
Serve immediately, although the longer you let the
mixture sit, the stronger the taste will be. When you
have finished eating the vegetables, you can add more
radishes, onions and cilantro to the broth for a second
round of agrio. Enjoy!
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